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Yesterday’s Score
-Hemingway isn’t any twt ter
than Mr, W." sez Max, waiting
for the promised rain. Noon temperature 59. Cloudy. No %ind.
Six -Inch snowfall in Tokyo ended
warm spell there.
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CNN LNAMES DAILY, RALLY CON MITTE EAD
SJS Symphony Presents Annual\ Committee
Fotivationight Postpones

Have You Filed Yet?

Meet Today

85-Piece
Orchestra
Plays Here,

VOS sBitiiirScuiptor Vincent C arum) ’works

6w-tie

San Jose State college’s Symphony orchestra will present its
second annual "Festival of America Music" at 8:13 tonight in the
Morris Dailey auditorium.
The
85-piece orchestra will be under
the direction of Dr. Lyle Downey.
head of the music department.
Included on the program will
be compositions by two native
American composers; Roy Harris,
at present "composer in residence"
at Utah State Agricultural college; and NVilliam Grant Still, one
of America’s outstanding negro
musicians.
Two of the composers featured
on tonight’s program are not native, but have lived in the United
States. One of them, Nikola L.
Ovanin, a native of Yugoslavia, is
now studying for his doctor’s degree at the University of California.
Protest AgaJUt War
_
-open’telth
*night’s concert’
the first movement of the Second
I

By LEN KREIDT and SPEED GEDULD1G
In an effective session sparkling with Vice President Bob Cronemiller’s wit, Student Council members appointed Spartan Daily chiefs
and a new Rally committee chairman last night in the last meeting
of the quarter.
Glen Stewart was elected Rally committee leader after a seven
,0 six vote on the second ballot.

Brisbin Praises
Social Activities
:n view of the fact that this
quarter’s activities are nearly
over, the Social Affairs committee will not meet today, Betty
Brisbin, committee chairman, announced yesterday.
"We had a particularly fine
committee this quarter," Miss
Brisbin said. "Everyone was cooperative and worked hard on the
affairs which the group sponsored."
The Pepperciine after - game
dance and the Revelries dance
were planned by the group this
quarter. Duke Deras was chairman of the Pepperdine affair
which featured Brent Wilson’s

Lose Your Watch
A lady’s wrist watch, possibly
lost at the I. F. C. formal, was
found in Union Square garage
Friday night. Claimant should
call Dick Snider, Ballard 3705W, and describe the watch.

State Fair
Gives $3500

orchestra.
Chairman of the Revelries dance
was Barbara Rodenborn Wally
Heider provided music for the
evening.
$18 From Dime* Dance
The Social Affairs committee
also planned the March of Dimes
dance held in the Student Union
Feb. 2. Approximately $18 was
collected from those attencang
and donated to the March of
ariafe.
The committee is currently
siklamminmr
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RhodaAnderson Quits
After 2-Week Term

(Acme Telephoto)
Claudette Colbert (right) and George Brent lefti play tax experts
in their current movie, "Love Is Big Business,- but they seem as confused as anyone else as they scan the tax guides to find out how
much Uncle Sam has coming by March 15, the deadline for filing
income tax returns,

mim

1

.

[’he first voting split the Council
:ix to six between Stewart and
Ed Mosher. Cronemiller was ready
to eprcjse his vote as acting
ehairinan when boxer Don schaefter shamefacedly admitted he had
for the outgoing Jenve).
’I inadvertently voted for him out
it loyalty." the heavyweig Ii t
,tammered.

voted

Moving swiftly through the
Agenda, the Council appointed
Leonard Kreldt Spartan Daily ed.tor, and Don Broadhurst business
manager upon the recommendation of Dwight Bente!, Journalism

One of the shortest Council
terms on record will be completed
by Rhoda Anderson, who was
seated only last week as e senior
representative after elections two
weeks ago. She revealed to surprised councillors that she must
Lake stutiessi.iraininsdn San Diego
spring quarter. Her oral .resignaCollege students and itOdentsi tion was regretfully accepted.

A total of $3500 in prizes is being in connection with the "History and Romance of California"
art contest at this year’s Fair, Dr.
Marques E. Reitzel, head of the
college art department, said yesterday.
I

au.seu as anyone else as they scan the tax guides to find out how
Marques E. tteitzei, neaa oi tne
collected from those at tending
much Uncle Sam has coming by March 15, the deadline for filing
i
college art department, said yesand donated to the March of
income tax returns.
prePi.t
knours
terday.
,
-"Ifiagitt.’n corirertMn open -with I
Tbe committee is currently
College students and stOdents
the first movement of the Second
’# MEMORIAL FOR ’BARESculptor Vincent Carano works mottle
planning the Spring quarter Reg
Symphony by Ovanin, whose Secprivate art schools are eligible
!Attach- to be used to repteduee the solid bronze memorial, plaque
dance, which Miss Brisbin promto the immortal Gostego-literman ’Babe’ Ruth. The actual plaque
ond Symphony is a protest against
to compete in the contest.
be
"one
of
the
will
best
ises
we
memorial will be erected opening day, April 19, in centerfield at the
war a sa method of settling interhave ever planned."
Yankee Stadium in New York next to the memorial to Lou Gehrig
iational disputes and was written
The contest will be divided into
and Miller Huggins.AP Wirephoto.
Miss Brisbin expressed the hope
after the composer’s four years of
three sections.
Freshmen and
that next quarter’s committee
service in the American Army.
A two-week scholarship sojourn sophomores will compete in one
will be bigger and better than
at the August session of the
Roy Harris’ Symphony No.3 ha
contest, juniors and seniors in an before.
Youth
Foundation
one movement is the second num- ever
"Pre -Paid Medical Insurance" American
Born in Wants Old and New Members will be the subject of the second training camp on the shores of other, and private school students
ber on the program.
"1 am looking fiorward to seeLake Michigan may be in the off- in a third.
All persons belonging to so- Oklahoma, Harris came to Caliing all the old members back," eliminatiOn debate to be held this ing for a deserving Spartan freshstudied
fornia
as
a
young
man
and
rorities, fraternities, and honor
First prize in each of nine classHis Third Sym- she said. "In addition, all cam- afternoon at 4:30 in room 2, Mr. man, according to Dr. Carl Rich1
organizations are requested to musk, at UCLA.
ifications will be $125.
Second
phony oas played for the first pus organizations will be expect- Wilbur F. Luick, forensic director., of the Education department.
go to the Norman Wing studio,
and third prizes will be $100 and
send
representatives
to
to
the
ed
Symphony
time
by
the
Boston
said
yesterday.
Three one ’act plays Under stu- 57 F. Santa Clara street, on or
Dr. Rich received a letter and $60.
committee," _
dent directors will be presented before Wednesday. March 16 to Orchestra in 1939.
Ed Kelly and John Gregory will application blanks from the office I
The
next
meeting
of
the
SoCial
Miss O’Neill to Solo
Thursday and Friday evenings. select their 1949 La Torre picuphold the negative side of the of William :H. Danforth of the
Included in the nine classificaMarch 17 and 18 in the Studio, ture, Jim Mapes and Bob Moon,
Miss Delores O’Neill, a senior Affairs committee will be held question and John Lowrey and
Ralston Purina company, who is tions are oil paintings, watercolApril
12
at
3:30
in
the
Student
music and art student from Sactheater. Miss Elizabeth Loeffler co-editors, stated yesterday.
Paul trot mley the affirmative. Dr. sponsoring the course for one ors, pastels, tempera and gouache,
ramento, will be the soloist with Union.
of the Speech and Drama departIlugh
W. Willis of the Speech de- Ifreshman
.
from each of 40 colleges. and pen and ink or other black
Failure to pick the pose you
Members of the Socill Affairs
the orchestra in the Concerto in
ment announced yesterday.
partment will judge the debate.
covers all camp and mihite media.
The
scholarship
want by Wednesday will mean
E Minor for Violin and Orchestra commitee for this quarter inPlays which will be presented
The question is "Resolved: That expenses, including board, lodgselection will be made by the by Jules Conus.
clude:
are: "Box and Cox" by J. M. MorIn addition, a grand prize of a
The Federal Government Should ing, and classroom and social acphotographer. Pick the pose you
Miss O’Neill, student concert
Charleen Little, secretary; Dar- Adopt A System Of pre -Paid
ton, ’The Lovely Miracle" by
$750 scholarship will be awarded
tivities.
Transportation
is
not
furwant now:
’ master of the orchestra, was chos- lene Dewey, publicity; John Pri- .Medical Insurance"
Phillip Johnson. and "The Boor"
to one of the first prize winners.
nislied.
en last year to appear with the eolo, Barbara Rodenhorn, Carol
by Anton Tchekoff.
"The object of this debate and
The course offers excellent
Grant Duggins, representing the
orchestra in its spring concert by Resecker, Kathleen Dewey, DoroEd Williams will direct
soimming
and
sailing
opportunithe
one
held
yesterday
is
to
deArt
department of the California!
department’s
auditing
music
the
thy
Johnson,
Iletty
Brownlee,
Liz
and Cox," with Ted Hook playing
" x
committee.
She studied violin iltilgallen,
Duke
Deras,
Fula cide which team will represent ties, as well as training in life State Fair, visited the campus to
Cox. Jean Atkins portraying Mrs.
with Mrs. Emily Ruleson Smith j Laughton, Beverly Gettys.
San Jose State college at the West planning, leadership, and hal- explain ,the contest.
Bouncer, and Robert Reinking,
LONDON March 14 (UP) -- in Sacramento before coming to
Mr. Box.
Others are:
Barbara Kinst, Coast Pi Kappa Delta Invitational anced living, Dr. Rich avered.
Complete -information may be
Jose.
Mary Jeanne Atkins, Virginia tournament at the University- of Four students now on campus obtained from
"The Lovely Miracle" is di- Top representatives of the five San
Dr. Reitzel in the
other
nonConus,
the
Jules
have
msde
the
trip,
and
would
Redlands,
March
24-26,"
Mr.
Schoene, Joan O’Neil, Pat Gardirected by John Peter Hayden and western union powers were called
Art department office.
native American composer on the ner,
welcome
to
disan
opportunity
Luick
said.
into
emergency
session
today
to
Joan Beeler, Barbara Belkwill have Shirley Wilbur as the
program, was one of three brothinterested students1
nap, Mary Cahalan, Dave Down,
mother. Marie Buzzetti as the speed up work on the Atlantic
Tomorrow the debating squad i cuss it wit
ers in a French family which had
Marjorie Febbrio, Clara Frutuozo, will go to COP, where they will he says. They are Bruce McNeil,
neighbor, Joan Stillman as the Pact and maintain their hardmigrated to Russia. He was a
Marilyn King, Deioris Peterson, engage in a series or practice tie- Barbara Brewster, Bill Swaney,
girl, and Don Pearlman as the won initiative in the cold war.
pupil of Tschalkovsky.
Reports from Vienna said eastNeill* Nedom, Marjorie Ifird and bates, Mr. Luick said that this and Dolores Arnold.
young man.
Conus was brought to New
Tillie Jurevich.
Al Johnson will direct "The ern European military chiefs were
trip is designed to give the team
A student - fatality committee
York by Walter Darnrosch to be
WASHINGTON, Mar. 14. (UPI
Boor." Gwenn Samuelson will meeting with Soviety army leadMajor Kingsley is adviser to more practice for the Redlands has been appointed to nominate
concert master of the ,New York
the group.
tournament.
play Helena Ivanova Popov; Bill ers in Debrecen, Hungary, to map
the
The
Senate foreign relations comcandidate.
Spartan
Philharmonic.
He returned to
Furne 11, Grig,ori Stepanovitch new Russian strategy in continumittee today approved a 15-month
Russia to hold the same position
-Smironov; and Russel Scimeca, ing struggle with the west.
with the Moscow Symphony, mar$5,430,000,000 extension of the
Luka.
Called into session in London ried a Russian princess and their
Marshall Plan.
But it warned
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Tick- were powerful delegations rep- son is married to the daughter of
against
using
the
program to
ets are on sale for 30 cents in resenting Great Britain, France, Rachmaninoff.
dump
American
farm
surpluses
room 57, Speech office.
Belgium. Holland and LuxetrfClose With ’Old California’
abroad.
bourg. The legations included the
The closing composition will be
foreign ministers, defense minis- still’s "Old California," which was
a unanimous report, the
ters and finance ministers of each written to commenorate the 160th
committee said the European aid
country.
anniversary of the founding of the
program has worked out successToday’s session was called three city of Los Angeles.
fully in its first year. But the
Members
of
the
faculty
appearweeks sooner
than
originally
senators urged "vigilant" public
planned. The ministers will hold ing as members of the orchestra
and congressional scrutiny of reformal sessions today and will be Gibson Walters, concert
Hugh A. Wilson, fall, ’48 gradu- closed
covery boss Paul G. Hoffman’s
master; Frances Robinson, prinate of SJSC, and former Spartan tomorrow to co-ordinate their
operations.
cipal
violist;
Harold
Johnson,
violwork on the Atlantic
Daily editor, visited Washington fast-moving
Pact, which will handle defense ist; and Michael Donavan, prinThe committee recommended
. Square yesterday on vacation
problems, and the proposed coun- cipal ’cellist.
that the program be continued for
from Utah.
Thomas Stevens, principal basscil of Europe, which will handle
an additional 15 months from its
Wilson. now with Unged Press
ist; Wayne Sorensen, oboist;
problems.
political
present April 3 expiration date
in Salt Lake City, is vacationing
Thomas Eagan, clarinetist; Forand it asked authorization for evWork on the Atlantic Pact is
for a week after COXering the 60rest Baird, trombonist; and Mrs.
ery penny Hoffman requested.
day session of the 28th Utah all but completed. Informed quar- Lydia Boothby, harpist.
ters disclosed that British Foreign
legislature in Salt Lake City.
The committee rejected all sugWilson’s duties were to cover Minister Ernest Bevin will sail
that the bill provide for
gestions
both legislative houses and the for the United States March 26
increasing exports of surplus
Mary
to
Queen
sign
the
governor’s office. He said he han- aboard
American farm goods.
dled his assigannent "in typical the pact in Washington.
Swimming examinations for all
UP fashion." ;
"It seemed clear to the commitwomen students who have not
GAS SHORTAGE
Bright, enegetic, and, quick to
tee that it would alter fundamentsmile. Wilson revealed his secret ,
SAN FRANCISCO. (UP)The previously met the swimming really the nature and purpose of the
of success in the journalistic field State of California has only quirement will be given next Monrecovery program if the adminis1(.1ente elephoto)
by quipping, "I couldn’t have done enough natural gas to last 18 day night from 7 to 7:30, accordtration were required to depart
Escorted by the same U. S. Deputy Marshal, Judith Conlon (left), 27, -and Valentine Gubitcher (right),
it without the splendid training years at the present rate of con- ing to Mrs. Lencre Luedeman of
from the principle that the priSoviet engineer, arrive at Federal Court in New York for hearings on indictment charging" them with
espionage. Miss Colgan, whose trial was set for April 1, pleaded innocent to the charge& Oubitchv’s
Federal Power the Women’s Physical Education
received at San Jose State col- sumption,
the
nt/try objective is astitting recovbearing was adjourned until March 14. Addressing court in Russian, he claimed diploinatg immunity.
department.
lege."
ery in Europe," the report said.
.Commission learned today.
141 CC.
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Forensics To Probe AYF Offers Summer 1"
Medical Insurance Camp ScholarshiP
In Special Debate

Student Directors Picture Pickers!
Present 3 One-Act
Plays During Week

Chiefs Call For
Emergency Meet

Foreign Aid Plan
Gets Extension

Spy "Suspects.’Arriv cog Federalt,Court?

Journalist Gradual’
Revisits Campus
While On Vacation

Swimming Exams
Open Monday

WVVISS

UKU.

Z,Fle

reealCC1
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sur-

councillors that she must
Lake studantirainins-in San Diego
spring quarter. Her oral .resignation was regretfully accepted.
prised

Rally Cancelled
Student apathy toward rallies
prompted Bud Jcnvey, rally chairman, to cancel today’s rally honoring the basketball team. "After
the poor showing made for the
departing team, I am afraid to
subject them to another embarrassing session. Also, I am unable to schedule the hand, as
they pleaded heavy class loads
this week," he said.
In a tighter vein, Junior representative Jack Passey in his report demanded a "hat befitting
the tile of ’admiral’ of the ink
wells." Bob Cronemiller, mock serious, intonated, "Now Jack,
you have the wrong attitude. Your
work on the Council should be
one of service---clisregarding all
personal glorification, of course."
Passey, playing the part, subsided, muttering to himself.
Taking obvious advantage of
President Tom Wall’s absence,
Cronemiller and Bruce Craig,
treasurer, jokingly threatened to
"call for a vote appointing them
delegates to the Sun Valley conference" of Pacific Coast Student
Body Presidents to be held soon.
The constitution of Mu Delta
Pi, recently revised, was accepted
by the Council,

AWS Clothes Drive
Ends Here Tonight
With Pot-Luck Meal
The AWS drive for clothing to
be sent to an English children’s
home will end tonight when members will gather in the Student
Union to pack the contributions
and join in a pot -luck dinner, according to Melba Sills, publicity
chairman.
Donations may he brought any
time today to Mrs. Pritchard’s
office by upper division girls, and
to the AWS lounge by lower division students. Last minute items
will be accepted at the dinner tonight, according to Miss Sills.
Angie Paaelli heads the upper
division group, and lower division
girls are headed by Marilyn Russell. Barbara Busch is chairman
of the service project.
Entertainment and games will
follow the dinner. A charge of
35 cents will be made. There will
be no regular AWS meeting Wed-1
nesday afternoon.

The Spartan Daily

The Executive Staff
BOB 1100EN
Editor
Aisitakato Editors
Not Chief
Fodor, Editor
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Capy Editor
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Bois ilacbisok Lea Kw*it
. Sob Hehory
Virgil HIM
AweId Wedskir
Gefirtdig
Whitaker
Sakii-01 Sacco
Roger Frabarg, Royce Root

Religion: Target for Tomorrow
You cunnot believe in God and live a peaceable life

under Communism. In all their plans and actions, the
Communists mark down religion as enemy No. 1.
This recently has been violently pointed out by the
treason trials of Protestant ministers and Catholic priests
in Europen Red satellite countries. The democratic world
was shocked as the Communist thought control machine
took a -firmer grasp on human thinking. Even now Cornmunista are attempting to infiltrate into religion in the
United States.
, It is the duty of every student at San Jose State college to open his eyes to the threat of Communism in religion. It is up to you, you and you to take a hand in stopping the spread of atheism.
In the United States the Communist party leaders assign undercover workers to join churches and religious organizations with an eye to taking control. They attempt
to influence thought and action advantageous to Communist ends.
"Front" organizations are springing up in an effort
fellow travelers. Outstanding religious leaders
attract
to
are being urged to join these groups which many times go
under the guise of welfare agencies working for minority
groups.
Many of the Commat front factions are listed by
the Attorney General to safeguard the public. In a recent
report of the Un-American Activities committee of the
House of Representatives, the People’s Institute of Applied Religion is listed as "one of the most vicious Communist organizations ever set up in this country" and the
Methodist Federation for Social Action is on the subversive list.
"The Protestant" is a magazine which fanatically
spreads Communist propaganda under the guise of being
a religious journal. The Un-American Activities committee.* points out that the magazine is attempting to "build a
bridge" between. religion and Communism. It boasts support of 6000 ministers.
These are only a few examples to stress the point that
there is Communist activity in rvligion in this country.
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Anti-Discrimination Legislation Shouldl
Express Majority Sentiment--Duncan

CampuJ

Tuesd

mourm..,

ten Jar

Tuesday, March 15
Symphony Concert, Morris Dailey Auditorium, 8:15

p.111.

Life Committee’s ’Ceiling Zero’ for
Report Accurately One of SJS’s Most
Describes Problem Difficult Finals
Editor’s note: Dr. Carl Duncan,
acting Science department head,
was interviewed recently on the
issue of anti -discrimination legislation because a letter from the
scientist to the Spartan Daily;
printed during consideration of
three anti -discrimination amendments to the AS8 constitution in
May, 1948, -smoothed - over
what might have become a violent controversy.)

By EARL R. CRAl3BE
"Okay. You’re on your own."
These words, spoken into a
microphone by Donald L. James,
assistant aeronautics professor,
are the starting signal for one of
SJSC’s most unique and nerve
wracking final examinations.
When the examinee hears this
order he is seated ht the Link
trainer in the aeronautics laboratory. The hood of the little Meekairlane is dowel, and he la surrounded by baffling darkness.
Only the controls under his
feet and the weirdly lighted dials
on the dashboard are there to
comfort him.
It is up to him to show that he
knows how to use the dials and
indicators which would be his
only aids if he were really piloting a plane through soupy weather.

Course is Background
James emphasizes that instrument flying courses are designed
as background material to acquaint aeronautics majors with
this phase of air transportation.
"We aren’t trying to make expert instrument pilots out of
Carl Duncan
them." he states. "We simply
want them to learn the pilot’s
By JAMES HAYES
point of view."
"Anti-discrimination legislation
However, a student with a good
should be an expression of ma- Imagination has little trouble conjority willwith a tendency to- vincing himself that he is trying
ward criria I imnrovement "

Spartans in Action

A.W.S. Dinner, Student Union, 5 to 8 p.m.
Blue Key, Student Union, 8 to 10 p.m.
Wednesday, March 16
"Cage of Nightingales," unusual movie series, Little
Theater, 8:15 p.m.
Santa Clara County Chapter. S.J.S.C. alumnae association. 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 17
, Student Recital, Student Union, 8:15 to 9:30 p.m.
"Box and Cox," "The Lovely Miracle," and "The
Boor," Studo Theater, 8:15 p.m.
Friday, March 18
Stud Theater one-act plays, 8:15 p.m.
Boxing, U. of Idaho vs. San Jose State Men’s Gym.
Alpha Chi Omega pledge dance, Peninsula Country
Club. 9’ to 1 p.m.
Social Affairs after boxing match in Student Union.
Social Affairs committee, for members only.
Saturday, March 19
Studio Theater one-act plays. 8:15 p.m.
Sunday, March 20
Blue Key Movie, Morris Dailey. 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday. March 21-24
Finals..

Ten Cities Get Top
mg Honors

Reitzel Sends Out
Last Announcement
Of Winter Quarter

ASPINGTON, March 14.
(UP)The Linguaphone Institute
of America today named 10 U. S.
cities which it regards as havThe following end-ot-the-ipharing "the best American speech
ter announcements were released
habits."
hv nr M F Reitzel head of the
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port of 6000 ministers.
These are only a few examples to stress the point that
there is Communist activity in rrligion in this country.
Few persons realize that our system of free worship is one
of the outstanding "targets for tomorrow" of the Communists.
Communism cannot force its own brand of moral code
upon a person without first destroying his moral code
rooted in religion. As long as there is a high type of moral
teaching in U.S. colleges and universities we will have a
foundation from which to fight.
We must look forward with open eyes and strong
moral conviction to keep Communism out of our religious
system.
Bob Boden, editor.

A Milestone Established
One of the outstanding advancements in the prestige
of student government came this quarter as the student
body took control of Freshman camp.
When the step came in was a compliment to the advanced standing of our governmental organizations. As
the camp comtnittee of the Student Council progresses in
its work, it becomes more and more evident that the move
was not a mistake, that the ASB is completely capable of
handling the job.
A *great deal of praise is due the Student Y for its
action in pioneering the camp which for two years has been
instrumental in getting entering Freshmen off on the right
foot. The farsightedness of "Y" leaders has given San
Jose State college an institution which can be a great asset
for many years to come.
Activities of the Freshman camp can best be carried
on with the resources of tile entire student body behind it,
but. it is hoped that the experienced "Y" members will continue active in the work. The experience of such persons
as Bruce McNeil, acting "Y" secretary, will be invaluable
in making the venture a growing success.
As this quarter nears its end a milestone in Student
government has been established. Now it will be up to
future classes to keep enthusiasm for the project high.
It will take a lot of hard work and deep interest on
the part of many students to enable the ASH to forge ahead
in Freshman camp work.
Bob Boden, editor.

What Opfinisjs
The optimists in this college are those students who
have already made their spring quarter class schedules.

Expensive DkainthiationOne phase of discrimination went unstudied during
the recent survey taken by the Fairness comtnittee. The
report stated that there is little, or no discrimination for
met, color, religion, or sex on the campus.
But males are still forced to foot the bill when squiring.. sweet young things around the town. It is discritn
inatien of the -worst sort, anti expettsiv_l too.
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By JAMES HAYES
"Anti-discrimination legislation
should be an expression of majority willwith a tendency toward social improvement."
So said Dr. Carl Duncan, acting Science department head,
commenting on the recently released College Life committee report on discrimination at San Jose
State college.
"In general," he declared, "the
report seems accurately to describe the state of affairs here."
The scientist added that he Was
"pleased" with the general attitude taken in the ropOrt.

point of view."
However, a student with a good
imagination has little trouble convincing himself that he is trying
to find Alameda Naval Air Station In the worst fog in years
with one gas gauge reading zero
’for the last five minutes.
Just how well the student is
carrying o u t
instructions i s
shamelessly recorded by a tattletale instrument known as a
"crab." The electrically driven
crab tracks the "path’ of .the Link
trainer and leaves its record in
the form of a red ink line on a
chart on James’ desk.

Will of the Majority
"However," Dr. Duncan hastened to point out, "I want to reemphasize my position on legislation dealing with the problem of
Such legislation
discrimination.
should be an expression of the will
of the majority. It should, also,
exert some definite pressure in
the direction of social improvement."
The professor added that he
does not agree with those who’
Clain% there is no edlicational
value in legislation."
"Nor do I agree with those who
ascribe efforts to eliminate discrimination solely to communists
or other subversive politieal
groups. The labor organizations,
national association of Phi Beta
Kappa, editors of national magazines, the churches and many other organizations, including some
in the Deep South, are seriously
concerned with the problem," Dr.
Duncan declared.

Signals Help ’Flyers’
First quarter classes go through
intensive familiarization with the
use of instruments as "eyes" in
flight. During’ the second quarter,
radio procedures become a prominent part of the work. The students "fly" with the help of on course and off-course signals
identical to those employed by
government radio range stations.

Blanket Condemnation
Defining discrimination as "a
stock or blanket condemnation of
a racial or religious group," the
scientist went on to say that he
felt the grouper Most actively
fighting. anti-diacriMination
latton voluntarily should work fOr
"iniproVements in their own
ganiZations which would remove
the’ neeessfty fOr such legislation.
’liilth-Waal attititfleur are not
our descend trete," id said, "rather, the prablefti is w matter et
grata* attitirdis- MB’ actioas."
"Group differencesthat do &lit
in the college shesild be Used to
enrich our exPerienees here," DP.
Dutiesn concluded. "inclusion Of
maisbers of rams racial groispa
and’retigichts flthi in eitmixis
roi, ’fetter understair-ding and shoUld be encods:girt"

In the final examination of the
second quarter or "advanced"
course, the student must "call
up" James and, file a flight plan
by "radio." When he sets oat on
the flight, his ’safety" depends on
his shinty to use the radio signals,
dials and controls.
One student, who had been instructed to approach San Francisco airport from the north "let
down- several minutes ahead of
time. Upon "landing" he was confronted with the tracings of the
crab, which showed that he had
flown right through Coyt Tower
on Telegraph hill. Had he been
flying an airPlane’ he would have
gone down to posterity as the
hero of one of San. Francisco’s
most spectacular crackups.

Unusual Movies
to Show CCI
"Cage or Nightingales," another in the Unusual Movie series
will be shown Wednesday evening at 8:15 in the Little Theater.
the Speech office announced yesterday.

111S1.1

Ile

David Wise, industrial arts
major, is shown in action in the
machine shop, working at the

U

I

Of Winter Quarter

of America today named 10 U. S.1
cities which it regards as havThe following end-ot-the-ipiaring -"the best American speech
ter announcements were released l’
habits."
by Dr. M. E. Reitzel, head of; the
The honor list includes WashArt department:
ington, D. C.; Hollywood, Calif.;
lathe. David is a junior from Dallas, Chicago. New Haven, New ’ Students who receive incomOrleans, New York. Oak Ridge,
grades in I.A. 56, jewelry,
Vallejo.Photo by Ray Hasse.
Tenn.; Madison, Wis., and Den- Pite
last quarter should make up their
r
ver.
work before final week. The lab,
The institute gave these reasons I B53, will be opened Tuesdays and
IThursdays by special arrangefor its selections:
IWashington"Because it is the . ment. Mrs. Wennberg will be in
. room B53 at 11 a.m. to make arhome of American oratory."
Because of the rangements. _
Hollywood
"high pressure charm" of the ’
Senior students who must fulmovie colony’s speech. "
an art requirement for gradufill
Dear Thrust and Parry and
DallasBecause of its "unination are asked to make arrangei
5311:
3935,
ASB’s 5382, 5381,
hibited brashness."
ments in the Art office iminedlChicagoBecause of its "friendYou don’t seem to realize the
ately. Arrangements for pie-reggreat time and effort involved in ly combination of rural and big istration will be made.
putting out a full sized ’newspaper city accents."
New Haven"Where speech is
Those wishing to take advanced
which the majority of students
jewelry next quarter are asked to
hastily scan and throw W the four dignified without being stuffy."
New Orleans"Where speech sign in the Art office also. A
winds.
For 3 units the Spartan Daily embodies the grace of the south- class is tentatively scheduled for
staff is required to serve 15 ern drawl, the fire of the French 2:30-4:30 on Mondays, Wedneshours pcn- week making up the accent with the efficient business- days, and Fridays, and will be ofpaper. For the same 3 units two like speech of a commercial met- fered if enough students sign up.
Students who fail to sign up now
hours of lecture are required per ropolis."
New
YorkBecause
of
its
"inwill not be admitted to the class.
week. The total then is 17 hours
ternational flavor, blended from
minimum per week per student.
This doesn’t include hours the the best speaking qualities of the
daily make up editors and proof Irish, the Italian, the Jewish, the
readers spend at Globe Printing Negro and other groups."
co. Night crews start work at 6:30
The YMCA will Hold a conferp.m. and sometimes are still there
ence at College of Pacific Saturat 2 a.m.
day. April 2, for men who want
Another factor is that Spartan
i to make secretaryship a prolesDaily news must be written the
Two WAA basketball teams sion, announced Miss Doris R.
day before the paper is printed. participated in a playday with Robinson, director Of placement,
There fore Most stories are a day San Francicso City college last yesterday.
old vtrhen they appear. As for pic- Saturday, and emerged with one
For complete ;information contures, the Daily obtains its na- victory and a tie, according to tact the Placement office:immeditional newsworthy pictures from Marie Gabriel, WAA basketball ately, Miss Robinson said.
a wirephoto service, and only manager.
Uncle Sam’s mail can speed this
The Fighting Irish. captained
Woe unto them that rise up
process.
by Genevieve Villasenor, tied
early in the ’morning, that’ they
Some students have no chance their game, and the Tan Tan’s, may follow strong drift: that conto see a local newspaper, and team 1, won theirs. Barbara Al- tinue until night, till wine inflame
Isaiah. V. II.
therefore depend on the Spartan baugh is captain of the Tan Tan’s. theni.
Daily to keep up with the news.
The United Press wire service
brings the same news coverage
to B93 as to the downtown papers.
Not many college papers can
claim this advaktage.
There’s a tiotive behind the
jokes: paper;are printed so persons can
ad newsnot
the
latest jokes. Can the staff help
it if readers have memorized
their old high school jokes?
REPORTORIAL STAFF
Try reading the entire Dail); John A. Cartwright, Carl Case, Margaret
Case, Earl R. Crabbe, Helen
some time with more than the E. Davis, Don B. Fitzgerald, Marvin M. Frydenlund, Ambrose Hagusual headline scanning and joke gard, Robert L. Hawkes, James H .Hayes, Robert C. Hemingway,
Carl G. Holmberg, George LaJeunesse, Peggy Major, Margot Miller,
probing.
Ben H. Pettus, Wilber H. Raver, Patricia K. Roan, John S. Ranier:1,
:f you don’t like the Daily, read Florence U. Ross, Jewell Schneider, Harold P. Sousa, Dick Watry,
tfie Beacon, or DROP DEAD!
Walter Wenzel, Alva C. Williamson, Wade Wilson, Patricia Zieber
and’ Howard Carmichael.
ASB 128-5202.

Thmat and Panty
Is It Funny?
Dear Thrust and Parry and
Ambrose:
Last week a cartoon appeared
in the Daily showing a snake who
had swallowed a little baby. In
the next day’s issue you showed a
little baby being roasted o-71.1s.a.Lii
open pit. I ask you"Do you
think that is funny?" What sort
of a warped sense of humor do
you have anyway. 0
I’ve spoken to over a dozen people and they all agree that your
sense of humor is morbid, to say
the least. If! had anything to say
about it, I’d throw you out of the
Daily office so fast, it would make
you’re head swim.
From now on keep your so
called "cartoons" to yourself and
out of the Daily.
John Angam, ASB 1867.

Daily

It Stinks

Dear Trust and Parry:
This newspaper is getting so
that It stinks. Who cares about
news that can be found in the San
Jose Mercury Herald and News.
We want more news of the campus and the people here at school.
More interest in school sports
and organization activities.
Let’s get on the ball, or hang it
up as a bad Job.
ASES 6059, 693, 4082, 789, 169,
and 184.

lip to* Spiv*
Seim.
Titrusr and Parry:

Staffers Rebuff

Deaf
Hoyt about a "spruce up for
spring" campaign? One that emcampus.
Starring Noel-Noel, and featur- Ohtani:es peeking up the
in gening the interriatiorially famous ourselves, and the town
t-o’n
Washing
have
And
eral.
boys- choir, "The Little Singers
ASB 2903.
of the Wooden Cross," this !bowie Square a broken city.
is a delightful pietiire’ showing’
how; through the Use of modern. Cal Vet
psychology and musical’ therapy,
fe"I’ve been* asked for a a new staff member
correeti the
fdr our last- Maid. I’ve
re
attitude of an entire reform
J. D. Murchison of the OaksaidŁ’lazyUltpllhetual’and init.
hooL
office- of Veterans Affairs
larid’
"Adam and Eve had many adpettittent Now cant I add- any’
thirie hi’ tree faVor?"
One- of the greatest fibnir to Will be’ in the Veterans -office, vantages, but the principal. one
Mitba--"rott might my that &site. from France In’ Many Alittie; /Odin 32 frartf 936 a.m. to 12 was that they escaped teething."
she’s got a good appetite and "Cage of Nightingales" is acclaim- noon tomorrow, according to a Mark TwainPudd’nhead Wilson.
sleeps- weir
- Velieraits-orfiee soinee.’
ea ’ai a Wraith:irk
Arid this, I suppose, is one of
Murchison will answeT. all
ddlitairilf
run
trivia
thosirldtbdus- caricatifreltiatucestli
=.1%rti(tilf;
questions about tbe’tpl_VetWu: 1;4184."
are on tatie 63r t
’ - :
nodded:WI" ’
program.
cational
titb4ibilisissismowkwoossomarawerswitua
A-Siatmkattici6.-RPPIX
*--.2dosootanniamilutannrsor.?..i.... in

Expert

Here tarnvirrow

YMCA S ecretary
Aspirants Called

WAA Hoop learns
Vie Witth CCIF

BUSINESS STAFF
Mersa litadduk
Office Manager
Salesmen: Lawrence V. Bernadini, Donald J. Broadhurst, David L.
Brawn, D. Jayne’ Burns, Patricia Cribari, Sit C. Diaz, Marvin R. Derbash, Joseph Garske, Scott Hubbard, John R. Kavet. Harvey Kramer,
Alex Marshall. Forrest R. Moothart, Ray R. Nissen, Marilyn A.
Clarence E. riper, M. fteynold$,
_Roberf G. Scheid. Aaron
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Jato _Pushes Bomber’s Takeoff

Page 3

INMAN NAMED
ON UP ALL-COAST

PlotliThwarted

Stu Inman, San Jose State’s sensational center, added another
feather to his list of cage achievements by being selected on the
United Press All.Pacific Coast basketball third team recently.
The 6 ft., 3 in. pivot-man ended his junior year of competition
by pouring through an amazing 521 markers for one campaign. This
is a new Spartan individual scor-

SanJoseDiamondmen Golfer Ogden
Open Campaign Today Defeats Mate

8:15

title
"sraci(Ante Telephosoi
Spurred by Jato, the Air Force’s North American B-45 four-jet bomber makes a spectaaular tallaidf th
testa at Muroc Air Force Base, Calif. Two Jato units of 411116- pounds static thrust each, adled 1000
pounds to the t0,000 pounds of static thrust provided by the bomber’s four Oeneral 2flectric TO-1941
engines.

-The

try

Boxers Vie
Wrestlers Place With
Idaho
Second in League Friday Eve
The San Diego State Aztecs
became sole owners of the CCAA
wrestling crown Saturday in the
Border City when they scored 39
points in the conference mat meet
for an easy first place.

0

San Jose’s Spartans, co-holders
of the championship last season
with the Aztecs. wound up in secend place with 29 points. Trailing
the Staters were Cal Poly with
23, and College of the Pacific with
6.
The only Spartan to gain a
individual championship
CCAA
was Ralph Payne. 145 pounder.
Payne took decisions from Howard Tillotsen of Cal Poly, and
Sam DiBlassi of San Diego State
for the title.
IPI_ ___!1!_ _I A _I_

Coach Ted Mumby’s San Jose cans, however, grappled to four
rur.ner-up spots to pile up their
second place point total.
Captain Pat Felice, 165, Ray
Bunnell, 155, Mickey Mendoza,
136, and Billy Bothwell, 121, all
nabbed seconds.
San Jose’s chances for the loop
title suffered a big blow in the
opening 175 pound bout when
Spartan Dick Campbell lost via a
referee’s decision to Bob flierdorff of San Diego State. Despite
disapproval of the fans, arbriter
Lee Bogle ruled for Dierdorff
after a close bout.
San Jose’s Phil Bray, heavyweight, and Ben Ichikawa, 128,
wan third places.

By ARNOLD WECHTER
"Bring Me the Black Dye, Baby"
Is the theme song being sung by
San Jose State Boxing Coach Dee
Portal, as he watches his hair
turn white with worry over the
boxing card scheduled for Friday
with the Univeralty of Idaho.
It has been the practice in the
past to ridicule the athletic prowess of the Vandals, but when it
comes to boxing they take a back
seat to no one.’ Led by Herb
Carlson, twice national intercollegiate 165-pound champ, Idaho
dropped a close 5-3 decision to
NCAA titlist Wisconsin; lost to
Gonzaga, 5-3 and drew with Gonzaga. The Spartans face Gonzaga
next week and travel to Wisconsin
seven days later.

With hopes of getting started on the much delayed baseball
season, Coach Walt Williams will put his horsehide squad on the
road this week and send them into the Bay area four times in five
days in an attempt to get started on the 1949 season.
Williams has had five scheduled games rained out and with the
CCAA race scheduled to begin in
a little over a month, he hopes to
get in some much needed practice
for the Spartans.
This afternoon the baseballers
travel to San Francisco State to
tangle with the ’Gator nine. Little
Is known of the baseball prowess
of the San Francisco club, but
Williams intends to isse Southpaw
Cliff Craig in the opener. Craig,
star portsidee on last year’s fresh
nine, will be barked up by Pete
Denevi, catcher; Mel Stein, IB;
Tom Okagakl, 2B; Les Concklin,
3B; Don Lopes, shortstop; and
Les Petersen, Earl Wright, and
Len Smith in the outfield. Game
time is 2:30.

TRACKMEN TO MEET
Two meetings In room 121
will be held tomorrow for Spartan trackn’ien for the purpose of
electing’ a captain for the coming season. The first meeting is
scheduled for 11:30 p.m., and
the second for 12:30 p.m. Trackmen should attend either.

Bill Ogden, former Sacramento
golfing ace, dumped Jay Hopkins,
a fellow San Jose State student,
1 -up to advance in the San Francisco City Golf Championships
yesterday.
It was a close battle with both
Spartans playing top golf throughout the match. Ogden led three
up at the completion of ni5ie holes.
the tournament
but Hopkins,
medalist, rallied to play three
under par golf on the final nine
to press the winner.
Ogden put the battle in the bag
by dropping in a 40-foot putt on
the 17th hole. This halved the hole
with a birdie to give the Spartan
golfer a one-up margin over Hopkins.

Take CCAA Title
Closing out the week, the local
In their last preparation for the club takes to the road and visits

Three other members of the UP
third squad are familiar to San
Jose basketball fans. Forward
positions are held down by Don
Lofgran of USF and Stanford’s
George Yardley. Dave Davidson,
high-scoring Stanford guard, and
California’s Bill Hagler team at
the back court slots.
First team selections went to
Bill Sharman, USC, and Sammy
White of University of Washington at forwards. George Stanieh,
Olympic high-jumper and UCLA
player, is the center with Cliff
Crandall, OSC, and diminutive
Rene Herrerias, USF, placed at
guards.

(Acme Telephoto)
A plot to assassinate U. Gen.
’James A. Van Fleet (above), head
of the American Military Mission
to Greece, has been discovered in
Athens, t Greece, and Lthwarted.-

Anti-Vice

The "Apple of Moraga." Frank
Kudelka and, Alan Sawyer won
the forward Inominatioins on the
second aggregation. "Big Roger"
Wiley, Oregon’s 6 ft. 8 in. center,
won the nod over Inman for this
post. Two other northerners, Bal.
liontyne of Oregon State and
hingtorr State’s Gayda round
ott; the second quintet.

Si Gymnast
Team Wins
CCAACrow-n

Thursday afternoon the Spartans travel to the California campus in the second attempt to meet
the Bears. Pete Mesa will handle
the mound duty for the invading
San Jose State club.
Hitting the road again, and this
time to the lend of the Moragans,
the men from Sparta meet the
St. Mary’s Gaels nine Friday
afternoon at 3:15, with Bob Santos probably handling the chucking assignment.

ing record and is believed to be
one of the lop efforts in the nation for amateur players this year.

With basketball pretty well stashed away the sports picture
focuses once again on what they call the National Pastimethe
variation of the ’one -old -car game, known to some as baseball.
Locally, Coach Walt Williams and his Spartan nine have, at this
writing, played nary an inning of ball. Soggy diamonds from an

Tom Humphrey, all-around performer, starlighted a San Jose
State gymnastic triumph in the
CCAA meet at San Diego last
week end.

(Acme Telephoto/
Clendenin Ryan (above) has
tossed $1,000.000 of his estimated
$135,000,000 fortune into a political battle in New York to get the
underworld out of municipal
San Jose State marked up 16
government.
points, far ahead of menet! place
San DierOtate which bad 511.
Cal Polg;iiith 41 and College of

Pikoffin ’4104tla
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Sam DiBlassi of San Diego State weight, and Ben Ichikawa,
wan third places.
for the title.
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Classified Ads
’ FOR SAE
1937 PONTIAC 8 CONVERTIBLBE SEDAN: $445. Call Berkeley Mathews, Los Gatos, 810-W,

SENIOR CLASS: last week to
order graduation announcements,
in the Student Union. 10:30-2:30
MWF and 10:30-12:30 T Th.
, after 5 p.m.
1940 FORD COUPE: Priced to Order Now!
sell quickly, only $695. Phone Los
"30" CLUB: Meets tonight at
Altos, WH. 8-4871. 5 to 7 p.m.
7:30 in B 94.
MISCELLANEOUS
LOST: Black hills gold brace TAU DELTA PHI: Special
let. About two weeks ago. If meeting, come to the tower anyfound please call Col. 112, or re -I time between 12:30 and 2 p.m.
turn to Lost and Found.
today.
WILL TRADE: 1931 Model A
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Meets
Ford, Tudor convertible sedan.
for 45 or 610HV, H-D motorcycle. tonight at 7:30 in room 24.
Col.

5845-,J.

I

BLUE KEY: Smoker tonight in
the Student Union at 7:45.

Nursing Art Class
Hears OT Talk

BLUE KEY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Meets in the Student
Union today at 1:30.

Miss ,Mary D. Booth, assistant
professor of occupational therapy,
recently addressed the nursing
arts class of Mrs. R. M. Lindstrom on the relation of nursing to
therapy. Occupaoccupational
department
tional
Ther apy
sources said yesterday.
Miss Booth described how the
nurse in the hospital can help the
occupational therapist and what
the nurse can do in hospitals
where there is no occupational

ALPHA DELTA SIGMA: Meets
tonight in the Daily office, at
7:30. All members attend to make
plans for dinner meeting Thursday.

therapist.

PHOTO
IPAR
SERVICE
Photo Supplies - Finishing
61 E. Santa Clara Street

da’sAlterationShop
33 W. San Antonio St.

Miller.
mete,
try.
Zieber

Announcements I

SPARDI GRAS COMMITTEE:
FOR RENT
ROOM AND BOARD: For Meets today in room 8 at 3:30.
eight college girls. Two in a room.
SKI CLUB: Meets tonight at
429 N. Third.
; 7:30 in room S 112. Important!

t

Helen
Hag-

Bus. Col. 5525-W Res. Bal. 6665-W
Lscliss dresses and men’s pants
shortened. New and half pocketi
on men’s clothing. Men’s collars
turned. Lace and linen tablecoths
mended.

ALPHA GAMMA: Joint Sadal
meeting with Delta Phi Delta USmorrow night at 7:30 in room A I.

at

ETA MU PI: Meets thmorrov!
2:30 in room 7.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Meets tonight in
room 21 at 7:30. Faculty and students cordially invited.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Meets at the Inv.
manuel Lutheran church, 345 So.
Market, tonight at 7:30 to elect
a pastoral adviser.
NE’WMAN CLUB: Executive
meeting today at 4:30 in Newman hall.
SOJOURNER’S CLUB: meets
in front of the Student Union tonight at 6:30. All Masons invited
to San Carlos Lodge.

. Derramer,
orris,
n N.

twet,
r.

week and travel to Wisconsin tos probably handling the chuckseven days later.
ing assignment.
Take CCAA Title
In their last preparation for the
tough Vandals, the San Jose squad
captured its sixth straight CCAA
ring title Saturday at San Luis
Obispo. Six San Jose boxers took
individual titles. Mac Martinez
(125), Al Tafoya (130), Ted Ratliff (135), Jim McDonald (145),
Wayne Fontes (155) and Heavyweight Don Schaeffer, were all
crowned as 2C2A champs. Pete
Franusich, PCI and 2C2A 175-1b.
champion, was upset by California
Poly’s Ken Cornelius, while Raul
Diez, the Spartan 165-pounder,
was dethroned by Darrell Kister
of Cal Poly.

Closing out the week, the local
club takes to the road and visits
the Stanford campus for a scheduled game with the Indians, Saturday afternoon at 2:30. Ray
Jacobus or Ralph Romero will get
the starting role on the mound
for the Invaders.

Raul Diez, who hasn’t lived up
to the early season raves he received, will face the toughest man
of his career, when he meets Herb
Carlson. Carlson is fighting as a
junior this year and has on two
Pacific Coast and two national
championships.

In an exiting game yesterday
afternoon the San Jose State
frosh defeated the Lincoln high
nine by a 2 to 1 count played at
the high school diamond.

But if Diez makes up his mind
that he can win the seemingly
impossible could take place Friday evening. Carlson can be had,
Wisconsin’s John Lendenski proved this a few weeks ago when he
earned a three round TKO. For
Spartan boxing fans who. are new
around here, Carlson is the fellow who has decisioned Wayne
Fontes twice.

Frosh Nine
Spill Local
High 2-1

For six innings the spartababes
clung tenaciously to a one-point
lead. At the end of the sixth,
however, the high schools boys
tied the score when Dick Hall
walked and one by one stole bases
around to home.

San Jose State marked up’ 76
focuses once again on what they call the National Pastimethe
points, far ahead of secontl place
variation of the "one -old -cat" game, known to some as baseball.
Locally, Coach Walt Williams and his Spartan nine have, at this San Diego,State which bad SS.
Cal Pokiejelth 41 and College of
writing, played nary an inning of ball. Soggy diamonds from an Pacific With 25 points finished
unusual turn in the weather have prevented the woodmen from in- third and fourth, respectively.
duldging in competition.
Last year the Spartan gymnasts
So the spotlight turns northward to San Francisco where the were a poor third behind powerprofessionals are readying Seals Stadium for the spring onslaught of ful squads from SDS and Cal
Poly’. It was a different story this
crowds.
season. The local gymnasts amassSan Franciscowhere the baseball filbert still pays major league ed four individual firsts to outprices to witness minor league baseball.
disance all competitors with ease.

Paint Costs Dough
They put a new coat of paint on "the most beautiful ball park
in America"this will no doubt call for an increase in the gate tariff
for the spectator.
President Paul Fagan of the Seals hasn’t been making quite as
much noise this year concerning the "third major league" aspirations
of the Pacific Coast LeagI e.
For the past few ye rs the Seal magnate has been promising
fans the makings of a third major league out of the PCL and the
first, and only, step Fagan took was to raise the price of admission.
The caliber of his ball players hasn’t inflated nearly in keeping with
ticket prices, however.
In line with newly announced Seal policy of injecting young
blood" into the Coast League, O’Doul s prides went out and signed
up Arky Vaughan, 37 -year-old ex -Pittsburgh Pirate.
Vaughan has outlived his usefulness in the majors so he goes
intct pasture with the coast leaguers for the duration of his baseball
life. He has enough batting power to give PCL pitchers plenty of
ulcers for a few more years but his blood is far from young.

San Jose pitcher Sheldon William, loath to see his game lost,
stepped up in the seventh and
swatted a single out into center
Mexican Leaguers Back
field. With a sacrifice by Van
Antwerpt and an error William
Back east the ball situation is even more interesting. It seems
advanced to third, scoring from a gigantic world series is shaping up in government courts. If Danny
Tafoya Injured
there on hard hitting Aurrie SalGardella and another group of Mexican League contract jumpers get
One of the things that is addazar’s single.
ing the gray hairs to Portal’s head
their way baseball will go on trial for its life.
is the injured optic of 13043oundEd Carpenter marked up the
Let us eat and drink; for toer Al Tafoya. Tafoya received a first run for the club in the secDENNY-WATROUS ATTRACTION
cut of his left eye in his bout with ond inning by slamming a double morrow we shall die.
Isiah. XXII. 13.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Lee Risling of Cal Poly. If Tafoya and reaching third on an error.
is ready to go he will meet hard- Next man Rod Fielder sank a
THURS., MAR. 17, 8:30
She’ll think you’re
hitting Norm Walker. Walker is single into the center field sendone half of a brother combination ing Carpenter across home plate
this is giving Idaho its national for the first tally.
so why not treat
rating in boxing. The other half
of the brother act, Len Walker, match, this one with Jim Akin of
3.5 Negro Veterans
to the best
will meet Ted Ratliff in the 135- Washington State college, Diehl’s
"Tops in male choruses"
in home cooked food at
canto.
Initial
the
eye
was
cut
in
lb. division.
Songs of World War II, Spirituals,
fights were called on confolk, cherch. Students 90c.
Pete FrounisIch, PCI 175 lb. Both
test. His real worth can be seen
Aud. Col. 7087
champion, wilt attempt to find his
lel 2634
255 So. 2nd
by his decision over Ted Kozusway back to the win column when
zek of Wisconsin.
he meets Ted Diehl. Diehl, whose
record for the year is not overly
impressive, cannot be underrated.
In his first battle, Ms opponent,
and Service
Al Catchier of tastern Washington, suffered an eye cut in the
first round; and in his second
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ELECTRIC =AVER
solos

CHICKERY-CHICK
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Free Delivery
’til 9-p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.
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Call Col. 8734
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THE SWAYER SHOP

288 Park Ave.

Col. 4745-W
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sa I. soma Caws
San Jos*
Phone 141 212

Humphrey captured titles in
the parallel bars, horizontal, and
all-around events. Teammate Dick
Brown pressed Humphrey in the
parallel bars, but ten points separated the two Spartans in the
end. Brown edged out a San Diego
man in the free exercise competition to cop first place.
Coach Ted Mumby commended
the following men for their performances: Oscar Metz, Ed Bense.
George Bloom, Lyn Nofziger, and
John Jacobson.

i.MillAWL RV I. .4

government.

HAMLINE U.
CHAMPS
IN TOURNEY
KANSAS CITY MO., March 14
(UP) --The Pied-Pipers of Hemline marched so vigorously through
the ranks of the NAIR Basketball
Tournament that they left in-their
wake today no doubt whatsoever
about their superiority in the
mammoth 32-team field.
It wasn’t even close as the
Pipers punched out points at jUst
a whisker less than a 70 -point a
game clip.

Certainly, the record crowd of
10,000 that saw the Pipers trounce
Regis Colleg of Denver, 57 to 46,
in the gi-and finale Saturday night
were convinved of Hamline’s power. They saw Hemline race to a
12-4 early lead, then loop in’ five
OKLAHOMA CITY, Mar. 14. straight baskets to take a 22-4
(UPThe Phillips Oilers, peren- lead and settle the outcome of the
nial champions who have been vir- game.
tually conceded the title again beHemline is the, only team to win
fore they take a warm-up shot, the NAIR title tIvice during the
were set to make their first ap- 11-year history of the tournament.
pearance today in the opening
round of the National AAU Basketball tournament.

PHILLIPS QUINTET
OPENS CAGE BID e.

Learn Quicker-at Less Cost
DON’T APOLOGIZE
MODERNIZE YOUR DANCING
Foxtrot - Waltz
Rumba - Samba
14 Years
in
San Jose

Do Pour
InfuOry Chorus

Alterations & Repairs

SPARTAN SPINNERS: Beginners meet at 7:30 and advanced
Zippers fitted to dresses and skirts.
at 8:30 tonight in the Women’s
Coats and leather jackets relined.
gym.
/11=1.11.1.11.1111.11.111111111111W

WE WILL MUM YOURmate*
\Art L.

128, next

You’re just saying that
because its true

WALK IN ... Dance Out!
(Look for RED-STRIPED Door at)
Padre Theater Entrance)

DINAH’S LUNCHEON
ALL YOU CAN EA1-95c

141 So. First

Col. 4842-J

NOTEBOOK TIME
Aids To Your Grades
Glamour
Etudes
Photography Magazine
Popular Mechanics, etc.
Travel
Nature Magazines
Fortune

National Geographic
House and Gardens
House Beautiful
American Home
Harpers Bazaar
Vouge
Mademoiselle
Etc.

We specialize in notebook metcriat, so come in
and let us help you solve- those assignments.

625 Ramona St.

Pale Alto

SAN JOSE BOOK SHOP
11w E. smiwitNumb trittir.’ 1
si4.4"

I’S’’’.1/7".-7’ Tr- ir-r

7/77777777-7777777’7-7
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Gasoline Endangers Salt Lake City

Campus Capers

Betrothal Book Reveals
Intentions of Couples
Bonette Holland

lnter-Frat Releases Theta Chi Conducts
Scholastic Ratings Formal Initiation
For New Members

Inter-fraternity scholastic award
was presented to Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity recently, according
to Woodie Kennemar, inter-fraternity council president.
The Phi Sigs won the trophy
with a grade point average of
1.55. The trophy will be placed
in the fret house or. Ninth and
Reed streets.
Rankings of tbe other fraternities were: Delta Sigma Gamma,
1.52; Delta Theta Omega, 1.49:
Theta Mu Sigma, 1.40; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 1.40; Theta Chi, 1.33:
Sigma
Gamma.. Omega,. 1.34;
Kappa Alpha Order, 1.32;
and
Delta Upsilon, 1.25.
Lamba Chi Alpha, not yet a
member of the IFC, boasted a
grade point average of 1.40.
(Arme Telephoto)
Pire Marshal Willis J. Smith (right) and William Butler, engineer,
check water mains in Salt Lake City, Utah, after the discovery of an
unitr.own quantity of gasoline underlying an estimated 33 -block
area in the city’s downtown section. The vast pool of gasoline, which
a:(.!;!!,:ilating near the famed Mormon Temple, is thought to be
stepuL
a long -covered course of a creek under the city.
annoi- West has been attributed to the gasoline.

Captured Near White House

The bride-elect is a senior student at San Jose State college majoring in education. She will gradTwelve new members were inuate winter quarter. Miss Holitiated into the Game Xi chapter
land plans to do graduate work,
of Theta Chi fraternity, Sunday.
obtaining her general elementary
The formal initiation ceredionies
teaching credential in August.
took place at the Chapter House,
Kappa Alpha Theta is Mks Hol253 S, Eighth street, under the direction of president Ed Walters, land’s social affiliation. She is
also a member of Kappa Delta Pi.
and pledgemaster Don Perry.
De Smith is a senior student at
The new members who had undergone an intensive seven week the college and will be graduated
pledge schedule were led by In June. His major is business adpledge captain Ray Yonce, and in- ministration.
cluded George Anderson, William
Announcement of the engageCain, Sal Earauto, Rod Fielder, ment was made at a recent meetKeith Lampson. Ted I.illey, Jerry ing of Kappa Alpha Theta by preMeleher, Bob Shipley, Bruce Ti- sentation of a five -pound box of
tus, Ted Wallace, and Earl Wil- chocolates. Miss Barbara Curry,
liams.
the bride -elect’s roommate, reAfter the formal ceremonies the vealed the romantic news by readgroup adjourned to Dinah’s Shack ing a poem.
where the annual pledge dinner
No date has been set for the
was held.
wedding.

Alpha Chi Omegas
Plan Formal Dance Gamma Phi Betas
To Honor Pledges Honor Pledges At
Alpha Chi Omega will honor
their pledges at a formal dance Peninsula Dance
to be held at the Peninsula Coun-

The Peninsula Country club
Friday, near San Mateo
was the setting
for the Gamma Phi Beta pledge
Members, pledges and guests dance March 4.
will dance to the music of Bob
"Lady of the Moon," which corRankin and his orchestra.
responds with the sorority cresThe highlight of the affair will cent insignia, was the theme of
be a midnight supper. Arrange- the dance honoring 20 pledges of
ments for the supper are in the local Beta Theta chapter.
Brent %Ikon’s orchestra played
ehar.ge of Winona Lyon, social
for the affair and patrons were
chat/man for the sorority.
Mr. and Mrs. John Spurgeon and
Pledges of Alpha (711i Omega
Mrs. N. B. Powers.
are Leone Arbios, Joan BroadAlice Kent, pledge president, rehead, Barbara Deiss, Anne Dench,
Nancy Hershe, Betty Lou Jones, ceived a crescent penitent neckMayrene Kearney, Corinne La- lace during the evening.
Gamma Phi -pledges include:
Fave, Gerry Lopes, Barbara
Meeker, Joan Merritt, Joan Alice Kent, Beth Lennon, Beth
Mitchell, Paula Phillips, Donna Calvin, Marge Nelson, Marcia
Plank, Ardith Totten and Joyce Moorehead, Martha Moorehead,
Waldorf.
Pat McCubbins, Marian Bell, Judy
Griggs, Kay Fuller, Phyllis Thom,
Joyce Lyman, Barbara Graves,
Dolores McDonald, Gerrie Merrill,
try ’club
March 18.

in

Belmont

Tau Gammas

Miss Bonette Holland added her
name to the betrothal book when
she announced her engagement to
William B. De Smith recently.

-

.

Pauline Boles
The engagement of Miss Pauline Boles and George (Bud) Hoot on was announced by the brideand I Mrs.
Mr.
elect’s parents,
Leonard C. Boles of San Jose.
The bride -elect is a graduate of
college of
Armstrong Business
Berkeley. Beta Sigma Delta is
her sorority and she aLso holds
membership in the National Secretaries association.
Hooton attended San Jose State
college and his fraternity is Delta Theta Omega. lie served with
the navy during the war, lie is the
!brother of Miss Mary Hooton,
physical education instructor at
San Jose State college.

Kappa Alphas Plan
AAnnual Dixie Ball’
s

’

The Kappa Alphas are making
"Dixie
plans for their annual
Ball" to be held May 14 at the
California Country club in Burlingame, states Publicity Chairman Paul Davis.
The ball in which the Southern
atmosphere will be predominant,
is to ge given jointly with the
’University of California chapter.
Colorful old Southern costumes
wil feature large hoop skirts to
be worn by the women attending
the ball. Southern gentlemen costumes as well as Confederate
army uniforms will adorn the
men.
More than 541 Sian Jose State
college Kappa Alphas are expected to participate in the gala affair.
Last year, before the San Jose
chapter was formed, the University of California and Stanford
chapters held the ball at the St. ;
Francis hotel in San Francisco.

IFC Presents Annual
Inter-Frat Formal
The Second Annual Inter-fraternity formal was held Friday
night in the Colonial and Italian
rooms of the St. Francis Hotel.
The outstanding Inter-fraternity
event of the year was attended by
approximately 500 couple") representing Delta sigma Gamma,
Delta Theta Omega, Delta Epsilon, Kappa Alpha, Laniba Uhl
Alpha, Phi Been sigma, Sigma
,%lpha Eptilion, Signui Gamma
Omega, Theta Chi and Theta Mu
Sigma, the member fraternities of
Inter -Fraternity Council.

KEEPING BUSYMatilda, an orang-outang who has arrived in
New York from her native Singapore, investigates certain things
she never had in the jungle. After giving a typewriter the onceover, che turns eagerly to the delights of a package of cigarettes.
i Matilda will soon be in a zoo.

Bundle Basket Dave Heagerty Is

Dave Ifeagerty was chosen
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Hardy. president of
i
Delta Upsilon fraterare the parents of a daughter, Su- nity during an election held at the
san Elaine, born March 3 at Com- DU chapter house Wednesday evening.
munity Service hospital.
Bill DilVal was elected viceSusan weighed 7 lbs. at birth 1
! president: Julius Rocca. secreand measured 19 ins.
tary; Jim Ileeren, treasurer: Don
!Lardy is an instructor in the ’ Brainard.
corresponding
secresocial science department.
tau: Lud Spolyar. junior IFC
The Ilardys came to San Jose "Prese"1411ive:
from Chicago. Their original home critic.
is Salt Lake City.
!
Bill Monahan
pledge master..
I

June 19 is the wedding date the
couple has set. This date also
marks the wedding anniversaries
Miss Barbara Jenkins, former
of both the bride elect’s and the
benedict-elect’s parents.
San Jose State college student,
announced her engagement to Jim
Stanleynee rin g
sophomorefrom irk e leen;
Zane at the Inter-Fraternity. ball
majorKu1p,
Lillian Albright
Friday night.
I Miss Lillian Albrecht revealed
Miss Jenkins was a journalism passed out cigars last week to his
110;11 Unill.sr
ner engagement fs rorrnan 1-mealy major.i
is
’Moto Mil Corrrnn f ratorn
hrnth-

Barbara Jenkins

;New D.U. President

Susan Hardy

Engagement Lists
Kulp-Mel Couple

ritmar"
Will

serve as

DI’ staged its first smoked of
the season with 18 guests attendlag at the Willow Glen American
Legion hall recently.
i

SAN JOSE

riDIVF-Ima Thaantre.

aworeneau, Dianna mooreneaa,
Pat McCubbins, Marian Bell, Judy
Griggs, Kay Fuller, Phyllis Thom, Lillian Albright
Joyce Lyman, Barbara Graves,
Miss Lillian Albright revealed
Dolores McDonald, Gerrie Merrill, her engagement to
Norman Healy
Barbara Barr, Florence Musso, at
a buffet dinner party held at
Jean Tamplin. Clarire Wanderer,
her home recently.
The recently -elected officers of and Lynn Clark.
A cocktail party was held afterTau Gamma, honorary society for
wards
in the Garden Room of the
women physical education majors,
Casa Del Rey hotel in Santa Cruz.
were installed at a recent meetThose attending were Lillian
ing according to Marilyn Hein,
Albright, Norman Healy, Betty
president.
Hessler, Dick Bartholomeu, Pat
Mu Delta Pi, men’s service and
Officers for the coming year are
Wetmore, Earl Towne, Miriam
Miss Hein, president; Beverly De - social fraternity, has accepted
Jamison, Dick Fry, Margie’ Lamb,
sin, vice-president; Petri c.i a four new pledges, president Jack
and Kerlin Morgan.
Klein, secretary; Jessie Fenger, Riley announced recently.
Miss Albright is a former stutreasurer.
The new members include Mar- dent at San Jose State college.
Retiring officers were Edith vin Dornbush, junior advertising She Is now employed in Santa
Thompson, president; Mary Mc- major from Sonoma; James Riley, Cruz.
Neil, vice-president; Leta Walter, junior English major from San
Healy is a former Spartan. His
secretary; Mona Morris, treas- Lorenzo; Dale Wilson, junior bio- social affiliation is Theta Mu fraurer.
logical science major from Han- ternity. Healy is locally employed.
During the evening, members ford; and Richard Wagner, also a
The couple plan to wed June
and faculty guests enjoyed a vol- junior biological science major 26 and make their home in San
leyball game. Novelty entertain- from Los Cochee.
Jose.
ment numbers were performed by
Riley also revealed that the freBarbara Albaugh, Mary McNeil, ternity will pledge new members
Marilyn Hein, and Irma Tourtil- each quarter, rather than twice
A summer wedding is being
lot t.
a year, in accordance with a new
quarterly activity program re- planned by Miss Louise Kiely and
Peter Dolcini. The bride-elect recently accepted by the group.
vealed the news to her Alpho Omicron Pi sisters when she passed
the usual box of candy to them
Ditz Webster was elected presirecently.
Miss Kiely is a junior general
dent of Theta Chi Wednesday at
a meeting held to obtain new ofCabinet members of Kappa Phi, elementary major at San Jose
ficers for the next year.
national Methodist women’s or- State college. In addition to Alpha
Other officers are Bill Mer- ganization, were guests at a din- Omicron Pi, she is a member of
chant, vice-president; Norm Sten- ner held recently in the home of Kappa Delta Pi, honorary eduback, secretary; Armen Henze& Miss Doris Robinson, adviser for cation society.
pledge master; Bern Bernardini, Kappa Phi, according to Twila
Dolcini is a graduate of the Unichaplain; Joe Juliano, first guard; Walker, publicity chairman.
versity of Santa Clara.
Sage Morris, second guard; Don
Fanuef, historian, and Dick
Mansfield, librarian.
It, Uflht
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Waldorf.

Tau Gammas
Install Officers

Mu Delta Pi Frat
Pledge New Group

(Acme Telephoto)
George Ashton (right), 21, one of two gunmen who held up a B. & 0.
streamliner in West Virginia, is led from pawn shop near the White
House by Detective Sgt. William Christian (left) after a gun battle
with police. Ashton’s accomplice, Luman Ramsdell, was critically
wounded in the duel.

Joint Social Meet Alpha Chi Omega
Slated by Artists Honors Counselor
Alpha Gamma, art fraternity,
will end this quarter’s activities
in a joint social meeting with
Delta Phi Delta, honorary art society, March 17.
Lou Frangione, publicity director for the fraternity, said many
plans are underway for next quarter.
Excursion’s to various art exhibitions throughout the bay area
will be taken. Members will begirt work on
pieces which they will enter in
the art exhibit at the California
State Fair.this summer. A special
exhibit of members’ work will be
given next quarter, also, Franione
said.

DGs, Theta Mus
Hold Joint Session
Theta Mu Sigma social fraternity was the guest last Wednesday evening of Delta Gamma sorority at a joint meeting held at
the Delta Gamma house at Eighth
and Reed streets.

An Amazing Offer by

HOLIDAY
Pipe Mixture

The pipe that es ery smoker wants-DANA. the
modern pipe, with brigliely poaished alum
num shank and ewiAnie inspected Woe betel

Only

50
’uch nside wrappers
from 12 pocket t.es of
11111.111All PIPE MIMI(

Mrs. Paul D. Dodd.s, national
western counsellor of Alpha Chi
Omega, from Los Angeles, was
guest of honor at a reception recently given for her by the local
Alpha Chi chapter.
Guests present included alumnae
and parents. Last week the sorority entertained two other distinguished guests, Mrs. Mary
Power, national president, from
Austin, Tex, and Mrs. Matthew
H. Scott, national secretary, from
Berkeley.

Audrey Auerbach
Sigma Kappa Pres.
Audrey Auerbach was elected
president of Sigma Kappa at the
last meeting.
Other new officers are Carolyn
Plough, rush chairman; Diane
Morgan, first vice-president; Mary
Lou Gardner, second vice-president; Carol Benelisha, recording
secretary; Audrey Hachen, corresponding secretary; Pat Franz,
triangle correspondent; Kay Morgan, registrar; and Janet Larke,
Panhellenic representative.

Lambda Chi Alpha and Delta
Zeta had a joint social gathering
following their regular meetings
Wednesday evening.
Entertainment, which consisted
of skits, songs, and a dance, was
provided by DZ pledges.

Everybody’s telling us

Theta Mu Sigma
Initiates Six Men

R

"Your hamburgers and hot
apple pie are delicious."

Six members were added to the
roster of Theta Mu Sigma social
fraternity at the formal initiation
held at the fraternity’s house at
191 S. 10th street Wednesday evening.

DRIVE-IN Theatre
STATE CF
THE UNION

The bride -elect is a junior child
phychology major at University
of California where she is a member of Alp:ia Omicron Pi sorority.
The couple plan a June wedding.

Plus --

"MYSTERY IN MEXIQ0"

Show Starts at Dusk
Kulp is recording secretary of
San
Gish Road and Oakland Highway
Jose State college student, an- Theta Mu Sigma fraternity.
winced her engagement to Major
Howard E. Brown to friends in
San Mateo recently.
The bride-elect is an airline
stewardess for United Airlines
and has been flying on the San
Francisco to Honolulu run.
Major Brown is the head of
Open 24 hours.
the stir ROTC department. He also
Rates
for parties and clubs.
Ii. faculty adviser and member of
Delta Upsilon fraternity. The Ma35 SO. 4TH NEAR SANTA CLARA ST.
jor passed cigars at the fraternity
house.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

ANGEL FOOD DONUT SHOP

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR
Donegal tweed slacks 12.95
Gabardine leisure coats 19.95

89 SOUTH SECOND STREET

BEAUTY

Bowl for . . .

FUN
Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.

"Swell coffeeand only 5c!"

Hair Shaping - Hair Tinting
and Permanent Waving

BRACKETTSSTATIONERS & PRINTERS
Office and school supplies.
Standard and portable typewriters.
40 SOUTH SECOND STREET

Drop in

to see us

FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Fred "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.

We’ve got the snack
that brings you back!

388 E. Santa Clara

Arcade
Shoe Shine and
Repair Shop

Kennedy
Business Machines

N’S SP

T

Floral arrangements for all occasions
Students receive special rates on all corsages

We future furl line of
Bowling Ball lags end Shoes

Between 8th and 9th

JOSE BOWL
8423
172 W. Santa Clara Bal.

234 SOUTH SECOND STREET

LA VERNE SHOP

.

Suits - Coats - Dresses & Formals
27$ SOUTH FIRST STREET

LION SHOE STORE
Women’s white buck sport shoes 3.95
Fine new shoes for men, boys, children and infants
4110 E. SANTA CLARA

RentalsSaksRepairs

96 E. San Fernando

HOUSE OF FLOWERS

12 Lanes
Open from 10 A.M.

and you’ll discover

1

-

BOX

CORNER THIRD & SAN ANTONIO’ ST.

Spartan Bowlers

ye olde burger house

Col. 10197

SKIS & POLES $1.50 per weekend.
SKI BOOTS, all sizes, Men’s & Women’s
$1.00 per week -end
I. sm./

Stanley Kulp, sophomore en- Legion ball recently.
gineering major from Berkeley.
SAN JOSE
passed out cigars last week to Isis
Theta Mu Sigma fraternity brothers to announce his engagement
TUE \A’Er THUP
r
to Dorothy Mel of Berkeley.

at the home of

EQUIPMENT FOR RENT

Limted 5. UdA
Atm .0

Jeane Kunde Miss Jeane Kumle, former

Theta Chi Elects
Webster President Kappa Phi Honors
Cabinet at Dinner

DZs-Lambda Chis
Have Social Meet

Sive r2 NUM unpin
ON yew DANA INV
Send fo
HUM, kit ti, Iridium’. mire

offer.

Louise Kiely

announced ner engagement so JIM
Zane at the Inter-Fraternity ball
Friday night.
Miss Jenkins was a journalism
major. She is from Mill Valley.
Zane is a junior industrial arts
major from Santa Cruz. He is
affiliated with Delta Sigma Gamma and is president of Silver Saber society.
A September wedding is planned.

General repairs using the
finest materials and workmanship. We clean and dye any
type of shoe.
JOHN & ANDY
179

U IN FREE WASHES

GIVEN AWAY EVERY WEEK

PLUS:
Rag rugs washed to look like new, four excellent
driers, 30 minutes a wash, drying facilities, open
on week days, free parking, ADDS UP TO
M&M

LAUNDERETTE
. 4,4.1kotsg._

THE PEN MAN
All makes of Fountain pens Repaired
Largest finest stock of writing instruments in San Jose
85 EAST SAN FERNANDO

TROPICAL ART SHOP
An amazing range of styles and values that make history
in costume jewelry.

=cr..._
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-
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